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Weir Rescue (WR)

This training course is intended for current Rescue 3 Swiftwater and Flood 
Rescue Technicians (SRT) or Whitewater Rescue Technician – Professionals 
(WRT-PRO) who wish to increase their knowledge and range of rescue 
techniques on or near weirs and low head dams.

This course can also be used to recertify SRT and WRT-PRO qualifications.

The Weir Rescue course can be taken as a 2-day course for existing in-date 
Rescue 3 SRTs or WRT-PROs. It can also be combined with an SRT recert 
or WRT-PRO recert (3 days) to enable an SRT or WRT-PRO qualification to 
recertify.

Contact hours
12 hours (2 days)

Prerequisites
Swiftwater and Flood Rescue Technician (SRT)
or
Whitewater Rescue Technician - Professional (WRT-PRO)
Minimum age: 18.

Qualification valid for
3 years

Taught by
•	 Weir Rescue Instructor (WRI)

Assessment
The assessed elements of this course are:

•	 Foundation knowledge
•	 Swiftwater swimming techniques
•	 Throwbags
•	 Knots and anchor systems
•	 Tensioning systems and mechanical advantage
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Weir Rescue (WR) skill sheet contents

Theory

1. Rescue 3 philosophy

2. Weir types, construction and hydrology

3. Weir risk assessment

4. Helicopter familiarisation

5. Weir rescue case studies

6. Boat on a highline theory

Practical

7. Foundation skills

8. Weir rescues - conditional

9. Weir rescues - true

10. Inflated fire hose (if used by agency)

11. Tethered boat techniques

12. Boat on a highline

13. Scenarios
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Weir Rescue (WR) learning outcomes

Skill sheet element Learning outcome

1 Rescue 3 philosophy 1.1 Recall the steps required in order to develop 
judgement. 

1.2 Explain the order of priorities at a water rescue scene

2 Weir types, 
construction and 
hydrology

2.1 Identify different weir types and their effect on 
victims and rescuers

2.2 Identify weir construction and their common uses

2.3 Identify weir hydrology and how it affects victims and 
rescuers

2.4 Identify how and where weirs can form in a flood 
environment 

3 Weir risk assessment 3.1 Identify the key features that can make a hydraulic/
weir dangerous, and their impact on both victim and 
rescuer 

3.2 Perform a Rescue 3 weir risk assessment 

3.3 Relate the Rescue 3 weir risk assessment to rescue 
options 

4 Helicopter 
familiarisation

4.1 Identify hazards and control measures associated with 
helicopters

5 Weir rescue case 
studies

5.1 Compare different case studies on actual weir 
rescues, and their success or failure and the reasons 
why

6 Boat on a highline 
theory

6.1 Identify the limitations of a boat on a highline

6.2 Compare boat on a highline reeving options and 
variables that would affect their application

6.3 Considerations for setting up a traditional boat on a 
highline (upstream of weir highline) and a reversed 
boat on a highline (downstream of weir highline)  

7 Foundation skills 7.1 Perform SRT/WRT level personal skills in river 
environment.

7.2 Be able to identify, tie and check appropriate knots, 
anchors and mechanical advantage systems for use in 
a weir rescue scenario.
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Skill sheet element Learning outcome

8 Weir rescues - 
conditional

8.1 Identify conditional rescue options for use in weirs 
and the limitations of conditional rescues 

8.2 Identify, check and prepare suitable equipment for 
performing a conditional rescue 

8.3 Identify appropriate sites near weirs where 
conditional rescues can be performed 

8.4 Perform a variety of conditional rescues 

8.5 Identify methods of managing force directed on 
rescuer and victim during a reach rescue in weirs 

9 Weir rescues - true 9.1 Identify the hazards and control measures associated 
with a tethered swim in a weir 

9.2 Identify how weir hydrology and distance will affect 
timing of a tethered swim 

9.3 Demonstrate a true rescue using a tethered swim in 
an appropriate safe hydraulic feature.

9.4 Demonstrate correct rope management when 
performing a tethered rescue in or near a weir

9.5 Perform a supervised swim in a safe hydraulic

10 Inflated fire hose (if used 
by agency)

10.1 Identify agency use or non-use of inflated fire hose

10.2 Identify the hazards and control measures of working 
with compressed air 

10.3 Inflate and deflate a section of hose, if used by agency 

10.4 Perform conditional rescues with a fire hose in a weir 
if used by agency

10.5 Identify inflated fire hose rescue options 

11 Tethered boat 
techniques

11.1 Compare the application and limitations of single-, 2- 
and 4-point tethered systems in a weir environment

11.2 Relate river flow and limitations of hand controlled 
tethers for boats near weirs and catastrophic failure 
consequences to anchor selection and belay methods 
for tethered boats 

11.3 Demonstrate use of reach tools from boat

11.4 Use a tethered boat for transportation and mid- 
stream access 

11.5 Demonstrate appropriate use and application of 
friction-based and mechanical belay devices
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Skill sheet element Learning outcome

12 Boat on a highline 12.1 Build and operate a boat on a highline in a weir 
environment

12.2 Compare the application and limitations of traditional 
highline versus reverse or downstream highline in 
relation to chosen weir and river site

13 Scenarios 13.1 Complete a weir rescue scenario 


